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About This Game

Will your monsters save the world, or destroy it? As a Monster Master, you'll telepathically train wild monsters to be treasure
guardians, royal pets, or giant stone masons. As war breaks out with the kingdom to the north, will you train monsters to be

vicious soldiers and mindless power generators?

The Last Monster Master is an epic 250,000-word interactive fantasy novel by Ben Serviss, where your choices control the story.
It's entirely text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

How you care for your monsters will determine their fate–and yours–as the your kingdom faces a grave threat. Can you
discipline your monsters with gentle compassion, or will you use cruel punishments to bring them in line? Will you lead your

monsters to victory and prosperity? Or will you go down in history as the last Monster Master?

 Embark on a 250,000-word journey of kinship, sacrifice and heart-breaking decisions.

 Master Telepathy or Body Language detection skills to read monster minds.

 Will your clan be ready to protect the realm when the time comes?
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This is one strange game, but entertaining in it's own way. I am 99% sure Gil is a serial killer in training lol. Interested to see
where the developers go from here with the story. With the game being so short and in its early stages, I'd argue bumping the
price down (maybe even free to play), but not the biggest deal. I've included a video of the playthrough below if the devs are
interested in seeing some reaction. Keep up the good work!

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=bRk5fbv5WSo

. Decent little puzzler.

Has plenty of different games to choose from.

They might be a bit simple for adults but perfect for kids.

Great if you want some quick puzzles to kill some time.. Such a cute little puzzle game with very interesting mechanics.
Definitely worth your time!. PLEASE I WANT MY CD KEY .... Crazy Plant Shop is a decently entertaining game for a short
amount of time, but is not by any stretch of your imagination worth paying for. As a game, it falls in the middle range of quality
of games you could find easily for free on Kongregate or similar sites.

First off, there is a very small selection of poor music. The voice acting is limited and at times cringe-worthy. There is only one
game mode- a 13 day challenge to obtain all the plant types. There is no way to buy extra plant slots. Waiting on your character
to walk around for everything and for the plant breeding machine to go ding takes up far too much time, which is pointless
because the days are not on a timer. There is no penalty for rejecting customers or failing customers' orders that you accepted.

Ultimately, there is just very little to this game. It's good, but there needs to be MORE. I can find good little games all day for
free, and most of them have more depth and keep me entertained longer than Crazy Plant Shop could ever hope to.

As a warning, note that there is no cross-breeding plants to create new, strange species. So if that's what you want to get the
game for, don't bother.. Battle High 2 A+ is not a quality fighting game, not even in comparison to mediocre arcade fighters of
the 90's. Movement is choppy throughout the game (I've only played training and arcade mode), and special moves, especially
supers, are often difficult to execute even though their commands are simple. Speaking of special moves, there are apparently
no EX moves, despite that there is a three-section super meter; in other words, your super meter increases by three stages, yet
you can't do anything with it until it reaches maximum capacity.

There are yet more problems with this game. The excessive pushback that one suffers from successfully attacking an opponent
makes executing combos a difficult task. Combo execution is further complicated by the small size of the sprites: it is difficult
to use spacing to one's advantage when the sprites seem so distant from the player's perspective. (My computer opponents
actually spent most of their time shadow boxing on the other end of the screen!) Lastly, there are serious audio issues with this
game regarding volume levels, specifically. The audio seems fine in the menu, pause screen, etc., but during matches, the music
volume plummets. I have my music volume set to twice the value of the voices and sound effects, yet I can hardly hear the
music during matches. Lastly (for real this time), while stage artwork appears smooth, the sprites are roughly pixelated. If
everything were pixelated, this would actually be a smaller concern, but since only the sprites are pixelated (again, roughly so), it
makes the whole scene look rather awkward.

The game's only saving grace, I think, is in its character concepts. In arcade mode, I played Principal, who is basically a school
principal and aspiring dictator with psychic powers, including the ability to conjure large fists of psychic energy. I tend to
appreciate goofy character concepts such as this; unfortunately, the game's overall flawed design made playing the character
burdensome, not fun. Halfway through arcade mode, I found myself hoping that the experience would be over soon.

In conclusion, although the game has an interesting concept, it plays so poorly that I wouldn't recommend it even if it were free.
If you want a cheap fighting game, make a big wishlist and wait for something much better to go on sale for $5 or less... or just
buy Last Blade 2 for $10 and call it a day. :)
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One of the better visual novels out there. All of the characters are well written, the soundtrack includes a lot of piano and is
really soothing and songs are well placed, voice acting is really well done and not awkward at all, the art and visuals are really
well done, and the setting and story are very interesting as well.

The only real con I can give the game is that there is a detective segment of the game and the questions given are really BS and
require you to pay close attention to details that are easily missed while playing the game requiring you to save scum the
answers.

Mind you this is game one of four so it doesn't conclude, but I expect the next three games to be just as amazing. I highly
recommend this game if you're looking for a pleasant soft yuri/romance game that is non-hentai.

Would give this game a 4.5/5 after playing through the game twice and getting all the endings.. It plays like a unfinished game
and has several problems.

 Enemies phase through walls and doors

 Hitboxes are inaccurate; especially with firearms

 Enemies are occasionally invisible

 There is NO indication of wear on melee items. This is important as you can not pick up identical melee weapons.
Granted, going in gung ho is not the way the game is intended to be played but:

 Running away is often impossible due to your character getting stuck on debris, and stealth is difficult to do due to
sanity and flashlight mechanics. This leads to a frustrating experience every playthrough

 Poor optimization, there was 1-3 frames per second difference between Ultra and Low

 The effects of low sanity ruin the immersion of the game. You will be low on sanity the majority of your playthrough as
well

 There is little enemy variety

 Tutorial is a waste of time. Ruckus mechanic is not explained at all.

 Graphical limitations of Unity are apparent. Lights are often contained in neatly cut squares, for example

 Do NOT trust the trailers they released. It's not played anything like that.

These fatal flaws and more really kills Phantasmal. The concept of a roguelike horror game is amazing, but was poorly
executed here. The only redeeming feature of this game was how the environments change every life. Unfortunately, this
is unable to save what could be a great game.
. Swarm Arena is a weird action game where you play in a arena against another player or ai. You control a energy blob
that controls drones and with those drones you try to kill the other blob. You can pick up some powerups that give you
abilities. But even with the abilities you don't have a lot of control over your drones. Most kills just feel a bit random.
The gameplay just doesn't feel good in my opinion. It's also another one of those small indie games that focuses on
multiplayer with no community that plays it. I would avoid this game.. Absolutely worth it. Very good puzzle game with
great mechanics. Limited combat for those who prefer non-violent games.. Dear RED – Extended is a nice short
RPGMaker game. You play as Red, who comes to kill the man that killed her mother. That is all I am saying about the
story.

About the game, again it’s short but nice not to hard. The only problem with this is the Price, 2.99 for a short game like
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this is a bit much. So get it on sale. But all that said it’s a nice short game to play, with nothing else to do so get it if you
want you may like it.
. Reverse Angry Birds with an amusing story and cute visuals. Post-story endless mode allows for a lot of replayability
and there is enough here for a good few hours of challenge and fun. The physics can be a little wonky, which is
frustrating at times because the same setup can win a round it just failed, seemingly for no reason. Otherwise, there is
little to fault.. Banished rip off that fell short. good graphics, good story, but game play performance issues. 10x speed
glitches out once you build up a settelment. I would recomend playing if the price was lower, but for the current price i
feel that it fell short on the delivary.. The Trilarians unfortunately suck. Not because they're not good. In fact, they have
a pair of very useful bonuses (extra speed on both tactical and strategic maps + extra effectiveness on Ocean planets)
with zero downsides in terms of racial traits. But that's just it: they're boring. EXTREMELY boring.

How one can make Cthulu-esque fish people boring is kind of amazing actually. They simply need some extra traits that
make them genuinely unique. For example, make their beacons act as warp gates, so they can warp around the map
ignoring starlanes really early and even into neutral\/enemy territory, but have them cost 1 BC per turn instead of zero.
Have extra effects for all Trilarian workers when in any "aquatic" biome (Swamp, Terran, Ocean, or Gaia) but have
major penalties when in any non aquatic biome (Volcanic, Desert, Barren, Arid et cetera), thus incentivizing
terraforming into aquatic biomes. Let them gain immunity from space monsters . . . something.

As it is, you'll probably get them anyway if you pick up the 3-pack on extra races, which is recommended. But if you're
thinking of picking them up individually,don't. They're just . . . lame.
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